Welcome to ESN Wiki - ESN Knowledge and Information
Platform!
What is ESN Wiki?
ESN Wiki is ESN's main knowledge and information platform. It is organised in Spaces and their Pages. The list of all Spaces can be found in the
Space Directory. The main spaces can be found below - just click on the pictures to learn more! On the Space Directory, you can also find the
spaces of all the ESN Countries, where you can discover best practices from around the network.
By clicking on the star next to each Space, you can bookmark your favourite Spaces that you want to access easily.
To stay up to date with new additions to spaces, you can follow the Spaces and set notifications to be informed via email whenever there is a
change.
This can be particularly useful if you are interested to follow voting results, be informed of new opportunities in ESN or receive event reports
once they are published.

To learn more about the platform and how to edit a page visit the Help Centre.
For additional information, feedback or questions, please contact information-management@esn.org

Opportunities for YOU!
ESN is full of opportunities for development! Whether you are interested in attending training events, you would like to apply for a position or you
would like a chance to host an event in your city, we got you covered!Check out the current opportunities below!

Every month you can apply to be the section in the spotlight and share your best practices with the rest of the network. Any section can apply and
then a jury within the Network Committee. Once the winner is elected, it is promoted in the ESN Facebook informal group and in the ESN Website. To
apply click on the picture above!

Click here to check the best practices of past Sections in the Spotlight!

